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Analysis of the topology of the electron density of bis(dimethylamino)cyclopropenylidene as a model of the
recently synthesized, stable bis(diisopropylamino)cyclopropenylidene with the quantum theory of atoms in
molecules is used to investigate the stabilizing electronic effects at the reactive carbene site by amino
substitution. This work demonstrates that the plane perpendicular lone pairs of nitrogen utilize in-plane
σ-aromaticity as a conduit to delocalize charge to the carbene carbon C2, where it is transferred preferentially
back into theπ-plane at the site throughσ-π polarization. C2 is thus stabilized relative to the parent
cyclopropenylidene, c-C3H2, by a very different mechanism than that suggested in the orbital view ofnπ(N)
andπ(CdC) conjugation andnπ(N) f pπ*(C2) hyperconjugation. Validation of this premise is also found in
properties of asymmetric atomic quadrupole tensors, bond path ellipticities, and diamagnetic/paramagnetic
components of NMR shielding tensors.

I. Introduction

Cyclopropenylidene, c-C3H2 (1 of Scheme 1), is the smallest
aromatic carbene. The compound, although highly reactive, has
been detected spectroscopically by radio astronomy1,2 in sig-
nificant abundance in outer space and by matrix isolation
procedures3 and in low-density plasmas1,4-6 in the laboratory.
The molecule has a large dipole moment that enhances its
spectroscopic visibility in the laboratory and interstellar mo-
lecular clouds.7 Linear chain isomers of c-C3H2 have also been
observed,2,3,8-10 as well as ring-substituted analogues with, for
example, R) Cl 11, F 12, and phenyl.13,14 After having
synthesized a remarkable series of stable carbenes,15,16 Ber-
trand’s group17 recently achieved the isolation and obtained the
crystal structure of the amino-substituted bis(diisopropylamino)-
cyclopropenylidene (3) with R ) N(i-Pr)2. The authors invoked
π-type aromaticity to account for the electronic stabilization of
the compound as depicted in Scheme 1. This result is unusual
as the nitrogenπ-donors are two bonds removed from, rather
than right next to, the site of electron deficiency. The bulky
isopropyl groups, of course, also sterically protect the reactive
center from nucleophilic or electrophilic attack but have little
effect on the electronic properties of the cyclopropenylidene
ring. Stable carbenes are beginning to show great utility in
various catalytic roles, such as organic synthesis,18-21 polym-
erization,22 and hydrogen and ammonia activation.23 The
investigation of the electronic structure and stability of these
compounds is crucial in understanding, developing, and tuning
their catalytic and chemical activity. The present work presents
an alternative point of view of the electronic mechanism of
cyclopropenylidene stabilization brought about through a study
of the features of the topology of the electron density. It is based
on the quantum theory of atoms in molecules (QTAIM),24,25

particularly the seminal work on carbenes by MacDougall and
Bader.26 The sources of stabilization or destabilization of atoms
in the cyclopropenylidene ring by amino substitution, relative

to the R) H parent compound, can be traced to three physical
factors: (i) charge transfer, which redistributes electron density
from the atomic basins of more electropositive elements to those
of more electronegative elements; (ii)σ-aromaticity27-30 [a three-
membered ring (3MR) effect] that redistributes and preferentially
concentrates electron density in the surface of the ring; and (iii)
filling in of the C2 pπ* voids (cf., Scheme 1 for the orbital
counterpart) throughσ-π polarization31-33 (not π-back-dona-
tion), which pushes in-plane charge into regions (gaps) of charge
depletion perpendicular to the molecular plane. The physical
and chemical significance of these factors will be elaborated
below.

II. Methods

The equilibrium geometries of the molecules of this study
were fully optimized, and normal-mode frequency analysis was
performed, using density functional theory (DFT) at B3LYP/
6-31G(d,p),34,35 as implemented in Gaussian03.36 Larger basis
sets were investigated but produced no improvement in the
geometric parameters as compared to the available experimental
values. The coordinates of all optimized models of this study
are found in the Supporting Information for this paper.

The resultant electron density,F, obtained from the wave
function of all optimized structures, was analyzed with the
quantum theory of atoms in molecules (QTAIM)24,25using the
AIM2000 program37 with wave functions generated with
Gaussian03.36 According to QTAIM, an atom in a molecule is
rigorously defined as a quantum mechanical entity bounded by
a three-dimensional surface of zero flux in the gradient,∇F, of
the electron densityF (∇F(r)‚n(r) ) 0 for all pointsr on the
atomic boundary, wheren(r) is a unit vector normal to the
surface at a pointr). Given this delineation of the boundaries
of an atom, the net charge, dipole, quadrupole, and degree of
electron localization/delocalization of an individual atom can
be obtained by integration of moments of the electron density
over the atomic volume (referred to as the atomic basin). Little
change was found in the QTAIM properties calculated, at a
much higher computational cost, with basis sets more extended
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than 6-31G(d,p). It is assumed that the reader is familiar with
the QTAIM. The following therefore will serve to merely define
symbols used in this article. A more complete discussion of
QTAIM is found in the Supporting Information.

The bond critical point (BCP) is a (3,-1) critical point (CP)
of F on the bond path (BP) and interatomic surface (IAS)
adjoining two atoms. A ring critical point (RCP) is a (3,+1)
CP of F of a molecule with a closed surface. The Laplacian,
∇2Fb, at a BCP may be written in terms of the eigenvalues of
the Hesssian ofF as∇2F ) λ1 + λ2 + λ3, whereλ1 e λ2 e λ3.
The ellipticity of the axial curvature ofF about the BP is defined
as ε ) (λ1/λ2) - 1. CPs of the Laplacian uncover regions of
valence shell charge concentration (VSCC), denoted by (3,-3)
CPs, and regions of charge depletion that may breach the band
of VSCC, characterized by (3,+1) CPs. The degree of
localization,λ(A), of electrons within a QTAIM-defined atomic
basin, A, and their delocalization,δ(A,B), into the basin of
another atom, B, were also calculated as described by Fradera
et al.38 and Biegler-Konig and Schonbohm.37

13C NMR shielding tensors,σ, were obtained with the gauge-
including atomic orbital (GIAO)39,40 method at the B3LYP/6-
31G(d,p) level of theory. This method has been shown to
produce reliable results in shielding calculations,41-43 while
providing here a consistent level of theory for comparison with
the QTAIM-calculated properties. The principal components of
the tensors,σxx, σyy, and σzz, are the results of an applied
magnetic field in thex-, y-, or z-direction, respectively. Our
calculations included the direction cosines and the diamagnetic
and paramagnetic contributions,σd andσp, respectively, of the
isotropic valueσiso ) (σxx + σyy + σzz)/3 of the tensors.
Chemical shifts were obtained with reference to TMS using the
isotropic value ofσ(13C; TMS) ) 191.8 ppm calculated at the
same level of theory. Plots of the shielding density isosurfaces
were created in gOpenMol44,45 using cube files generated with
the cubegen utility in Gaussian03.36

III. Results and Discussion

1. Geometric Parameters and Ring Strain.The geometric
parameters of the optimized structures of the cycloprope-
nylidenes, Scheme 1, of this study are shown in Table 1. Bis-
(dimethylamino)cyclopropenylidene,2, was determined to be
a suitable model for the synthesized bis(diisopropylamino)-
cyclopropenylidene,3. The calculated bond distances,Re, and
straight-line bond angles,Re, of 2, where R) NMe2, agree
well with the experimental values obtained from the crystal
structure17 of 3, where R) N(i-Pr)2. Initial comparison of
calculated QTAIM properties of3 and the abbreviated model2
showed little difference as well. Integration of the atoms of3,
however, proved to be much more computationally expensive.
No BP and very slight electron delocalizations were found
between the sterically blocking isopropyl groups and the ring
carbonssconsequently, their effect on the electronic stability

of the system is minimal. The calculated bond distances and
bond angles for the R) H analogue,1, also agree well with
experimental data obtained from rotational spectra.6 The equi-
librium bond length (straight-line internuclear distance,Re) of
the short C1dC3 bond is indicative of double bond character.
The long bonds to C2 are shorter than usual carbon-carbon
single bonds even in molecules with 3MRs and other carbon
bonds to divalent carbonsexamples being cyclopropane and the
singlet (CH3)2C carbene, where the calculated values ofRe(C-
C) are 1.508 and 1.477 Å, respectively. The topological
properties of the BPs between carbon atoms reveal considerable
ring strain. As shown in Figure 1, the BPs with path lengthsRb

curve outward and thus deviate from the value ofRe. This is
shown in the table with values of∆R ) Rb - Re

31,46 and the
indexQ ) (Rb/Re - 1) × 1000 proposed by Cremer and Kraka29

that better accentuates the difference. Thus, to partially overcome
the effects of ring strain, the charge density in theσ-plane is
found to relax and the BPs curve outward.46 The angles,Rb,
tangential to the curved BPs at the carbon nuclei, also deviate
from the straight-line bond angles. Strain relaxation31,46 is
particularly evident inRb at the C1 and C3 carbons (Rb ) 82.6
and 85.1° for R ) H and R) NMe2, respectively), and the
outward curvature of the BP is greatest for the C1dC3 bond.
The corresponding angles at the C2 nucleus are more acute (Rb

) 63.2° for both cases), and the deviations∆R are less. Finally,
the calculated value of the molecular dipole of cycloprope-
nylidene (R) H) of 3.20 D agrees well with the experimental
value of 3.43 D determined by microwave spectroscopy.7 It is

SCHEME 1

TABLE 1: Geometric Parameters of Cyclopropenylidenes
(R ) H, NMe2) Optimized at B3LYP/6-31G(d,p)a

experimentale experimentalc

R ) H NMe2 H N(i-Pr)2

CdC Re 1.325 1.354 1.320 1.344
Rb 1.338 1.371
∆R 0.013 0.017
Q 9.8 12.6

C-C Re 1.430 1.414 1.417 1.405
Rb 1.435 1.421
∆R 0.005 0.007
Q 3.5 5.0

C-Rb Re 1.082 1.347 1.075 1.336
∠C1C2C3 Re 55.2 57.2 55.5 57.2

Rb 63.2 63.2
∆R 8.0 6.0

∠C1C3C2 Re 62.4 61.4 62.2 61.4
Rb 82.6 85.1
∆R 20.2 23.7

µ(D) 3.20 3.43d

a Equilibrium molecular bond lengths (Re) and BP distances (Rb) of
the topological molecular graph in Å; molecular bond angles (Re) and
BP angles (Rb) at central atoms in degrees.∆R ) Rb - Re, ∆R ) Rb

- Re, Q ) (Rb/Re - 1) × 1000.b First atom of R group.c Ref 17.
d Experimental value of molecular dipole in Debye from ref 7.
e Experimental geometric parameters from rotational spectra; ref 6.
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this large molecular dipole that allows the spectroscopic
detection of c-C3H2 in outer space.

2. Stabilization of the Reactive Divalent Carbon of
Substituted Ylidenes. QTAIM Atomic Energies and Popula-
tions. The QTAIM integrated atomic energies (Table 2) show
that C2 is stabilized relative to R) H by substitution with R)
NMe2 where ∆E ) -24.7 kcal/mol, while C1 and C3 are
destabilized, with∆E ) 154.7 kcal/mol. These results correlate
with the integrated atomic populations. The almost neutral
charge on C2 for the R) NMe2 case is indicative of an
operative push-pull effect of the planar nitrogens acrosstwo
bonds. That is, even though nitrogen is more electron withdraw-
ing, there are more electrons,N(A), in the atomic basin of C2
when R) NMe2 (N ) 6.02) than when R) H (N ) 5.91).
With more electrons, nitrogen will obviously have more
interaction with the ring carbons than hydrogen, even across

two bonds. The increased electron pairing between the ring
carbon basins and nitrogen is evident in the delocalization
indices in Table 2. To offset the loss of charge in the C1 and
C3 basins, the delocalization of electrons from nitrogen helps
to stabilize the system and the reactive C2 carbon as it increases
from δ(C2,H)) 0.050 electrons toδ(C2,N)) 0.124 electrons.
As seen in the data of Table 2, the majority of stabilization of
the atom comes fromVb, the electronic potential energy density
within the basin, which is dominated by the attraction of the
electrons within the basin of C2 to the C2 nucleus. When R)
NMe2, the basin virialV b(C2) ) -75.0532 as compared to
-75.0099 for R) H due to the higher electrostatic potential
between the greater electron density and the nuclei.Vs, the virial
of the Ehrenfest force over the surface of C2, shows very little
change, indicating that R substitution has a minimal effect on
the stabilization that stems from bond, and thus surface,
formation of C2 with C1 and C3, even though the bond length
is shorter.

3. Stabilization of the 3MR by Surface Electron Delocal-
ization (σ-Aromaticity). As we will show now, the out-of-
plane, lone pair concentrations of the planar nitrogen centers
participate, preferentially, inin-plane σ-aromaticitysthus de-
livering charge to the basin of C2 by a very different mechanism
than that suggested in Scheme 1.

As discussed by Bader et al.24,46for cyclopropane, the origin
of surface delocalization (σ-aromaticity) in the 3MR structures
of the sort of this study is in the interaction of the (3,-1) BCPs
of the carbon-carbon bonds with the (3,+1) RCP. In all cases,
the eigenvectors corresponding to the positive eigenvalues (λr2,
λr3) of the Laplacian at the RCP lie in the molecular plane,

Figure 1. Overlay of BPs (thin dark lines connecting nuclear centers),
lines (thicker) where the IASs cut the plane of the molecule and contour
plots of the Laplacian of the electron density for (a) R) H and (b) R
) NMe2. Dark lines in the Laplacian plot delineate regions of charge
concentration; green lines map regions of charge depletion. Small dark
circles on the IASs and BPs locate (3,-1) BCPs. The larger circles
are bonded or nonbonded (3,-3) CPs in the valence shell. The triangles
are the (3,+1) RCPs. The plots are not to scale. C2 is the lower atomic
basin in both plots with an outwardly pointed nonbonded charge
concentration.

TABLE 2: Calculated QTAIM Atomic Properties of
Cyclopropenylidene Series: Atomic Charges, Atomic Energy
(E), Atomic Virial ( V ), Localization λ(C2)/Delocalization
δ(C2) Indices of C2, and Other Atomic Properties of C2 and
C1(C3) Including Atomic Population (N) and Stabilization/
Destabilization Energy (∆E) Relative to R ) H

R ) H NMe2

atomic charges (e)
C1, C3 -0.1314,-0.1319 0.3724, 0.3724
C2 0.0902 -0.0201
H, N 0.0884, 0.0897 -1.1909,-1.1913

C2 properties
N(C2) 5.91 6.02
E(C2) (au)a -37.880988 -37.920380
∆E (kcal/mol) 0 -24.7
virial ratio, γ 2.009254 2.009689
K (au)b 37.53366 37.55648
atomic virialV (C2)c -75.0692 -75.1118
basin virialV b(C2) -75.0099 -75.0532
surface virialV s(C2) -0.0593 -0.0586
λ(C2) 4.580 4.566

δ(C2,X) with X )
C1 (or C3) 1.279 1.260
H, N 0.050 0.124

C1 (C3) properties
N(C1,3) 6.13 5.63
E(C1,3) (au) -38.147104 -37.900586
∆E (kcal/mol) 0 154.7
λ(C1) 4.141 3.620

δ(C1,Y) with Y )
C3 1.693 1.382
H, N 0.942 1.100
H, N (C3) 0.063 0.119

a E(A) ) K(1 - γ), whereγ ) -V/T is the virial ratio (ideally 2.0)
for the whole molecule.b K ) integrated Hamiltonian kinetic energy
over atomic basin.c K(C2) not exactly equal to-V /2 due to integration
error.
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whereas that of the negative eigenvalue (λr1) is perpendicular
to the plane. As seen in Table 3, the value of the electron density
at the RCP of each molecule is comparable to those of the
nearby BCPs of the ring bonds, where one of the principal axes
of negative curvature also lies in the plane and points toward
the ring center. The values in Table 3 of the ratio29 η ) (Fr/Fjb)
× 100 show that the minimum of the electron density,Fr, in
the ring plane (at the RCP) amounts to 84-85% of the average
of the density,Fjb, at the BCPs of the three ring carbon-carbon
bonds. Because of the close proximity of these CPs and
similarity of the value of the electron density, curvatures of
opposite sign interact significantly with one another leading to
a flattening out of the charge distribution in the ring plane. Thus,
the majorλ2 eigenvector corresponding to minimum negative
curvature at each BCP liesin the ring plane. The value of the
ellipticity, ε ) (λ1/λ2) - 1, at the BCP is 0.60 for the long
bond when R) H but falls toε ) 0.39 when R) NMe2 (Table
3). The ellipticity at the BCP of the short bond, however, is
unusually low for a double bond, withε ∼ 0.11-0.18, but the
major axis is still in the plane. This is also a result of the
interaction of the in-plane eigenvector, of negative eigenvalue,
of the double bond BCP with the in-plane eigenvector, of
positive eigenvalue, of the RCP. In both cases, electron density
is crowded within the ring in theσ-plane and is the origin of
ring strain seen in the compensatory, outward curvature of the
BPs around the ring to relieve electron-electron repulsion.
Some relief also occurs in the zone of charge depletion at the
RCP near the ring center (cf. Figure 1) and in the concomitant
escape of charge inside the ring, evident above and below the
ring surface (cf. Figure 2) along the direction of the only
negative eigenvectorλr1 corresponding to charge concentration.
Overall, in both cases studied, the Laplacian at the RCP is
positive sinceλr2 andλr3 dominateλr1; that is,|λr2 + λr3| >
λr1.

For like atoms, the value ofε at the BCP is a good measure
of the ellipticity of the whole bond.47,48 However, the use of
this parameter for unlike atoms, particularly those with sub-
stantially different electronegativities, could be misleading, and
more thorough mapping49,50 is needed of the possible change
of orientation along the BP of the two eigenvectors, with

eigenvaluesλ1 andλ2, associated with axial curvature ofF about
the BP. Further detail of the ellipticity along the BPs is shown
in Figure 3. The majorλ2 eigenvector of the electron density
along the nitrogen to ring carbon path shifts from the perpen-
dicular plane into the molecular plane near the BCP, and it
remains in the plane throughout the ring BPs. This indicates
that the push-pull effect of nitrogen and the interactions of
the lone pairs with the cyclopropenylidene ring occur through
the mechanism ofin-plane σ-aromaticity, rather than perpen-
dicular planeπ-conjugation.

4. Origin of Ambiphilicity of C2. The chemical activity of
a singlet carbene resides in its ambiphilic naturesthe ability to
act as both a nucleophile and an electrophile. This is evident in
the topology of the electron density about the carbon center, as
seen in Figure 2. The Laplacian profiles (in the plane perpen-
dicular to the molecular plane, bisecting the∠C1C2C3 angle)
show a region of VSCC at C2 with a nonbonding (3,-3) CP
pointing away from the ring (resembling an outward-pointing
“mushroom cap”), along with two regions, above and below
the molecular plane, of charge depletion. Each of the latter gaps
(regions of minimal VSCCstherefore, relative charge depletion)
is characterized by a (3,+1) CP located by a cross. Two angles,
R andâ, are also defined in Figure 2a. The angleR is a measure

TABLE 3: Topological Properties (in au) of the BCPs of the
Long and Short C-C Bonds and the RCP of
Cyclopropenylidenesa

R ) H NMe2

CdC (short bond) F 0.3320 0.3031
∇2F -0.7868 -0.6020
λ1 -0.5559⊥ -0.4860⊥
λ2 -0.5018 -0.4133
λ3 0.2710 0.2973
ε 0.11 0.18

C-C (long bond) F 0.2805 0.2867
∇2F -0.5416 -0.5796
λ1 -0.5178⊥ -0.4965⊥
λ2 -0.3242 -0.3584
λ3 0.3004 0.2753
ε 0.60 0.39

RCP F 0.2516 0.2481
∇2F 0.1556 0.2272
λr1 -0.3749⊥ -0.3325⊥
λr2 0.2636 0.2341
λr3 0.2668 0.3256

η ) (Fr/Fjb) × 100b 84.5 84.9

a The major axis (λ2) of the ellipticity (ε) of F and the eigenvectors
of the listed eigenvalues are parallel to the molecular plane unless
otherwise noted as being perpendicular (⊥) to the plane.b Fr ) F(RCP),
Fjb ) average value ofF at the BCPs of the three ring carbon-carbon
bonds.

Figure 2. Perpendicular view of the contour plots of the Laplacian of
the electron density in the plane bisecting the∠C1C2C3 bond angle
and passing through the center point of the C1dC3 short bond for (a)
R ) H and (b) R) NMe2. The crosses locate two (3,+1) depletion
CPs of C2 above and below the molecular plane. Two angles are defined
as follows: the lone pair extension angleR and the valence depletion
angle â. The arrows labeledN and E show preferred paths of
vulnerability to nucleophilic and electrophilic attack, respectively. See
the caption of Figure 1 for a description of the other features of these
plots.
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of the extent ofπ-polarization of this lone pair-like concentra-
tion; â is a rough measure of the exposure of the ambiphilic
C2 nucleus to nucleophilic attack.

With nitrogen substitution, charge is transferred from the ring
carbons to the more electronegative nitrogens through induction.
The subsequent back-polarization24,26of electron density drives

charge into the BPs of the long and short carbon-carbon bonds
of the 3MRsmore so for the long bond. The latter is seen in
the increased value ofF at the BCPs of the long bonds shown
in Table 3. Correspondingly, this “back-bifurcation” of charge
into the carbon-carbon ring bonds results in more relative
depletion of charge in the center of the ring. This is a
compensatory effect that is necessary to maintain the zero-flux
condition [∇F(r)‚n(r) ) 0] of the atomic basins and to prevent
an abnormal rise in the energy of the C1(C3) carbon atoms.24

It is manifested in the values, found in Table 3, forFr and∇2Fr

at the (3,+1) RCPs, which are lower and higher, respectively,
for the R ) NMe2 case. Charge is also pushed out of plane
near the short bond as seen in the closing of the depletion gaps
above and below C1(C3). The origin of these gaps appears to
be the ring strain of the 3MR, as they are not present in the
carbon atoms of ethene. As shown above in section 3, as charge
is pushed into the C2 basin via the C-C long bonds, it is
preferentially distributed in theσ-plane, not in the perpendicular
π-plane. This, in turn, results in polarization of charge out of
plane at the C2 center and a partial filling-in of the depletion
gaps in the VSCC. The value ofµ2, a measure of the axial
thickness of the cap perpendicular to the molecular plane,
mirrors the change inR and is indicative of a greater filling-in
of electron density in theπ-plane by the effects of the nitrogen
atoms. The higherπ-plane concentration is also seen in the
perpendicular quadrupole component of C2 whereQzz) -0.63
vsQzz) -0.02 for R) H. (The eigenvectors of the quadrupole
tensor provide directions of polarization of the electron density
within the atomic basin, with negative and positive eigenvalues
corresponding to directions of accumulations and depletions,
respectively.51) The resultant decrease in theâ angle of
depletion, as shown in Figure 2b, provides for greater stability
of the molecule in the R) NMe2 case by reducing its exposure
to nucleophilic attack at the reactive carbene site. (In the
synthesized compound3, there are of course also considerable
steric restrictions to the approach of a nucleophile not accounted
for in the electronic considerations of this work.)

Values ofF and∇2F at the nonbonding (3,-3) CP of C2
vary little (see Table 4), indicating that there should be little

Figure 3. Graphs of the ellipticity of the electron density, as defined
in the text, along the BPs. Positive values refer to points where the
major axis,λ2, is oriented in the plane of the molecule, and negative
values refer to where it is perpendicular to the plane. The effects of
σ-aromaticity and the preferential accumulation of charge in the plane
can be traced. Even along the N-C1(C3) BP, the major axis shifts
into the molecular plane.

TABLE 4: Properties of the C2 Lone Pair and Formally
Empty pπ* Orbitals along with Parameters of the VSCC and
(3, +1) Valence Depletion CPs about C2 from QTAIM
Topological Analysisa

R ) H NMe2

hybridization of C2b

spx(C2) 0.56 0.66
occupancy 1.99 1.96
pπ* occupancy 0.408 0.595

VSCCc

F 0.3018 0.2871
∇2F -1.1814 -1.0442
µ3d -14.76 -13.31
µ2e -0.7204 -0.5440
µ1 -0.4655 -0.4278
εax

f 0.5475 0.2715

valence depletion CPsg

F 0.1221 0.1475
∇2F 0.1457 0.0541
R 174.1 197.4
â 53.6 36.2

a AIM properties in atomic units (au); angles in degrees.b From NBO
calculations.c Nonbonded (3,-3) CP.d Radial (along bisector of
∠C1C2C3) thickness.e Axial thickness,⊥ molecular plane.f Ellipticity
in the axial plane⊥ to the radial direction and tangential to the (3,-3)
CP: εax ) (µ2/µ1) - 1. g (3, +1) CPs above and below molecular plane.
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effect on the nucleophilicity of the carbene carbon as a result
of the amino substitution, although the radial thickness of the
cap, given by the absolute value ofµ3, is greater for the R)
NMe2 analogue. (A larger absolute value ofµ3, the curvature
of ∇2F perpendicular to the surface of the cap, is indicative of
a thinner radial concentration of charge.24) The charge concen-
tration in the axial plane is more symmetrical for R) NMe2,
seen by the value of the ellipticity,εax ) 0.27, as defined for
this distribution byεax ) (µ2/µ1) - 1 (see Table 4). For R)
H, the axial ellipticity is larger withεax ) 0.55.

Thus, the greater electron population of C2 realized, through
in-planeσ-aromaticity, when R) NMe2 undergoes moreσ-π
polarization to reduce electron-electron repulsion, pushing
electrons into theπ-plane.31-33

Although due to a different mechanism, the physical proper-
ties of the topology of the electron density are consistent with
the partial filling-in of the formally empty pπ* orbital on C2 as
found in natural bond orbital (NBO) analysis.52-54 As shown
in Table 4, here, there is also little change in the occupancy or
spx hybridization state of the outwardly pointing lone pair.
Substantial change in the occupancy of the pπ* orbital is found,
however, with pπ* containing 0.60 electrons when R) NMe2,
as compared to only 0.41 electrons when R) H. The nitrogen
lone pairs participate weakly innπ(N) f pπ*(C2) hyperconju-
gation as well as strongly innπ(N) f π*(C1dC3) conjugation.
The value of the second-order perturbation energyE(2) is 1.6
and 49.5 kcal/mol for the former and later interactions,
respectively.

5. NMR Shielding Tensors and the Laplacian of the
Electron Density. The magnetic properties of a molecule
depend on the response of the electron density to an applied
magnetic field. The shell structure of the curl of the current
density (∇ × J) has been shown to mirror the map of the
Laplacian of the electron density (∇2F).55,56Thus, we can relate
calculated NMR shielding tensors to the Laplacian, providing
a link to an experimental method that supports our explanation
of the mechanisms of stabilization.

As shown in Table 5, our calculated13C NMR chemical shifts
for the R ) NMe2 model are quite close to the experimental
values reported by Bertrand et al.17 for the stable bis(diisopro-

pylamino)cyclopropenylidene,3. The calculated and experi-
mental shifts for C2 are 186.07 and 185.51 ppm, respectively,
and for C1(C3), they are 154.74 and 158.97 ppm, respectively.17

The paramagnetic term, which admixes the ground state
electron density with partially occupied or unoccupied excited
states, shows the most response to changes in the valence
electronic structure. The termσzz

p, for example, refers to the
paramagnetic part of the shielding density due to the current
induced by a magnetic field applied in thez-direction and is
given by:57-59

wherelz is the angular momentum operator that, in az-applied
field, rotates density from the ground state〈0| into the virtual
state|n〉, andE0 - En is the energy difference between the two
states. The other principal componentsσxx

p andσyy
p involve the

lx andly operators, respectively. Regions of charge depletion in
the Laplacian tend to give rise to deshielding paramagnetic
currents, as they contain virtual states into which orthogonal
electron density may be rotated. This is evident in theσxx

p and
σyy

p terms of the C2 paramagnetic tensor, which rotate the lone
pair concentration (σxx

p) andσ-plane concentration (σyy
p) into

the gaps in the VSCC above and below C2. For the R) H
case, both terms are very deshielding, butσxx

p ) -678.53 ppm
is more deshielding thanσyy

p ) -323.49 ppm since thelx
operator rotates nonbonding concentration, of higher energy,
directly into the depletion gaps. Both terms become less
deshielding when R) NMe2 due to the partial filling in of the
depletion gaps byσ-π polarization as discussed above.

Areas of electron concentration tend to produce shielding
paramagnetic currents,56 although the net effect of the para-
magnetic term is usually deshielding. Thus, we would expect a
high in-plane build-up of charge due toσ-aromaticity to produce
less deshielding, or even shielding, paramagnetic currents. We
find this is the case, by looking at theσzz

p term of the C2
paramagnetic tensor. When R) H, the term is actually positive,
σzz

p ) 19.92 ppm, as the in-plane concentrations have few
unoccupied virtual states into which they can be rotated by a
z-applied magnetic field. With R) NMe2, there is more
depletion in the ring center due to back-polarization of density
into the regions along the carbon-carbon bonds, and the
componentσzz

p ) -28.51 ppm is now slightly deshielding the
C2 nucleus.

As visualization of these shielding trends, Figure 4 shows
plots, in the plane of the molecules, of the isotropic shielding
density of the C2 nucleus overlaid with the map of the Laplacian
of the electron density. The isosurfaces show where the electron
density and currents of the whole molecule in a homogeneous
magnetic field are shielding (red) and deshielding (blue) the
C2 nucleus. The effect of strong paramagnetic currents, due to
the large perpendicular depletion gap above and below the C2
nucleus, can be easily seen. However, the in-plane build-up of
density due toσ-aromaticity produces shielding currents, seen
by the red isosurfaces in the bonding areas, that are only
overcome by the strong deshielding near C2. Greater shielding
of C2 when R) NMe2 is seen in Figure 4b. There is less
deshielding by theσxx

p andσyy
p terms to counteract the shielding

currents of theσzz
p term, leading to a more shielded C2 nucleus

and an upfield chemical shift ofδ ) 186.07 ppm for2 as
compared toδ ) 266.27 ppm for1.

Finally, Figure 5 shows the shielding (red) paramagnetic
currents induced by az-applied magnetic field, due to the large

TABLE 5: Diamagnetic, Paramagnetic, and Isotropic
Shielding Tensors (in ppm) of C2 and Calculated and
Experimental 13C Chemical Shifts in Cyclopropenylidenesa

C2 tensors, R) H NMe2

diamagnetic,σd 252.90 260.38

σxx
d 249.87 258.57

σyy
d 264.12 276.04

σzz
d 244.70 246.52

paramagnetic,σp -327.37 -254.65

σxx
p -678.53 -501.90

σyy
p -323.49 -233.53

σzz
p 19.92 -28.51

isotropic,σiso -74.47 5.73

σxx -428.67 -243.33
σyy -59.37 41.70
σzz 264.63 218.82

chemical shift,δb 266.27 186.07

experimental shiftc R ) N(i-Pr)2 185.51

C1(C3) tensors, R) H NMe2

chemical shift,δ 191.95 154.74
experimental shiftc R ) N(i-Pr)2 158.97

a See Scheme 1 for definition of axes.b δ ) σ(TMS) - σiso, where
σ(TMS) ) 191.8 ppm.c See ref 17.

σzz
p ) -

e2µ0

4πme
2
∑

n

〈0|lz|n〉

E0 - En
〈n| lz

r3|0〉 (1)
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in-plane build-up of charge due toσ-aromaticity. The effects
of back-polarization when R) NMe2 allow for some deshield-
ing (blue) regions to encroach the shielding regions near the
C2 nucleus.

IV. Conclusions

The stabilization of the normally, highly reactive carbene
carbon has been traced to several mechanisms, including charge
transfer,π-back-donation,π-aromaticity, and steric blocking.
Using QTAIM analysis, we investigated how electronic stabi-
lization of the C2 carbon is achieved in cyclopropenylidene by
amino substitution and compared our findings to calculated and
experimental NMR data. This investigation shows three sources
of stabilization of C2 by nitrogen substitution in the bis-
(dimethylamino)cyclopropenylidene model2 of the recently
synthesized bis(diisopropylamino)cyclopropenylidene,3. First,
as a result of charge transfer to nitrogen and subsequent back-
polarization, more density is accumulated within the C2 atomic
basin, thus lowering its integrated atomic energysthe hallmark
of electronic stabilization of an atom. Second, the plane

perpendicular lone pairs of nitrogen utilize in-planeσ-aroma-
ticity as a conduit to delocalize charge into the C2 basin. Finally,
increasedπ-plane concentration of charge in the valence shell
of C2 is caused byσ-π polarization, as opposed toπ-plane
back-donation as in the orbital model. This reduces the charge
depletion gap above and below the plane at C2 and thus protects
the carbene carbon, relative to the more reactive parent c-C3H2

molecule, from nucleophilic attack. This interpretation is
confirmed by the nature of the asymmetry of the quadrupole
tensor on the ring atoms, analysis of the ellipticity of the electron
density along the BPs, and diamagnetic and paramagnetic
shielding effects.
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